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Q&A

Aravind Warrier

Where are you from?

- Kerala, India  

Where do you currently live?

- Cochin, Kerala 

What is your occupation?

- Human Resources

Your advice to students looking for a 
career in this field.

- Take every problem as an opportunity 
to learn grow and innovate. Every day is 
an opportunity to reframe yourself !

What are your hobbies?

- Reading, Blogging 

I can support other students in their 
career’s aspirations in the following 
ways

- 1.Mentoring / Guiding 

2.	Coaching

3. Giving Real time Project 

4.	Sponsorship [ Harvard Concept ] 

5. Teaching

What do you like the most about your 
occupation?

- It has the potential to become the 
biggest sector for graduate 
employment   

What is your name?

I am inspired by:

- Elon Musk who only believes in Hard 
work powered by passion & purpose !

A recent book/music album/movie that 
I found interesting :

- Disrupt yourself – Whitney Houston 

Your favourite quote/ saying



          Persistence is very important. 
You should not give up unless you 
are forced to give up.

-Elon Musk“

”I am put off by:

- By People who are not authentic to 
themselves- You got to be a person of 
Values as Values counts more than 
words !  

If I have to describe myself in 3 words, I 
would choose these words: 

-  Constant Learner , Hard worker, 
Innovator 

I think these are the 3 biggest 
difficulties students face in pursuing 
their career aspirations:

- 1. Not asking Questions

2. Being Curious [ exploratory mindset ]

3. Not updating themselves to real time 
scenarios ( practical – combing theory 
and practical application )

If I could change 2 things in the world, I 
would change these 

- 1. Education

2. Health hola@holagraphcorporate.com



Q&A

Rushab Kataria
Where are you from?

- Ahmednagar, Maharashtra

Where do you currently live?

- Mumbai, Maharashtra

What is your occupation?

- User Experience Designer, Business 
Experience Consultant

Your advice to students looking for a 
career in this field.

- Build your network, Create 
opportunities, Grow & keep your skills 
up-to-date.

What are your hobbies?

- Travelling, Wildlife and street 
Photography & Extreme Sports.

I can support other students in their 
career’s aspirations in the following 
ways

- I’m an educator at MIT-ID (Pune) and 
Avantika University(Ujjain), so I can help 
students by Educating, mentoring and 
guiding them with my skillsets & 
experiences.

What do you like the most about your 
occupation?

- It comes with limitless possibilities

What is your name?

I am inspired by:

- Young achievers making difference in 
society.

A recent book/music album/movie that 
I found interesting :

- Book : Think like a Monk & How to build 
a million dollar app

Movie: Parasite

TV Show: Ozark

Your favourite quote/ saying



          I could either watch it 
happen, or be part of it.“ ”I am put off by:

- People who don’t use technology for 
their benefit, lack of curiosity and being 
unopinionated.

If I have to describe myself in 3 words, I 
would choose these words: 

- Aware, Driven & Jugadu.

I think these are the 3 biggest 
difficulties students face in pursuing 
their career aspirations:

- Self Doubt, Pressure from Society, 
Lack of information (They don’t know 
the course exists)

If I could change 3 things in the world, I 
would change these 

- Spread Sustainable Living, Erase 
Boundaries/Borders, Improvise early 
learning system (Education Chain)
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